Series - CETOP Sandwiches

ADD-ON CETOP SANDWICHES
Need to add an extra CETOP 3 valve in a pre
pre--existing system?
Don’t want to disturb the existing CETOP 3 subplate and all the valves and connections?
Hyteco has just the answer - simply install a Hyteco Add
Add--on Sandwich. Easily mount these
Sandwiches between either the first or last valve and the Multi
Multi--Station manifold, bolt on another
valve and attach the new hoses. Very quick and very simple!! As with all our Standard Products, these
Add
Add--on Sandwiches provide the industry with the best in design innovation and product quality.
Description.




Standard Features.

The basic design is a Cetop3 Sandwich with an
additional Cetop3 interface on one side of the
sandwich.




Choice of Series and Parallel internal flow paths

Internal connections allow either Parallel or
Series flow path between the original top valve
and the additional side mounted valve, with it’s
own separate A&B 3/8” BSPP Ports.





Standard height to clear most valves

Can be mounted on either end of a Multi-station
manifold
Several sandwiches and valves can be stacked
Easy to install

Add
Add--On Sandwich with
a Tank
Tank--Top CETOP 3
Sub
Sub--plate

Add
Add--On
Sandwich mounted
on a CETOP 3 Multi
Station Manifold

Add
Add--On Sandwich before and
after the add
add--on valve is bolted

ORDERING CODES
Two Add
Add--On
Sandwiches mounted
at both ends of a
Multi
Multi--Station manifold

More info? Go to our website
www.hyteco.com.au to see
our complete range of
Standard Manifolds.
We can also design and supply custom
manifolds for any application required.
Data Sheet DS014

Code Flow Path

Mounting Position*

S3P3A Parallel

P Side

S3R3A Parallel

T Side

S3S3A Series

P Side

S3T3A Series

T Side

* The mounting position relates to the existing interface and which
gallery ‘P’ or ‘T’ is adjacent to the side that the add-on valve will fit.
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